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Comments: To whom it may concern-

Montana is often referenced as the "Last Best Place" or "Big Sky County," both due to the vast open landscapes,

historical romanticism, salt of the earth hard-working inhabitants, abundant wildlife and the list goes on… there

really is so much to love about this beautiful place. As a born and raised 7th generation Montanan, it breaks my

heart to see so many out-of-state license plates year round when not too long ago they'd all disappear after

Labor Day. The landscape of the state we all love is changing quickly and I'm afraid not for the betterment of

future generations. This proposal is another example of out-of-state influence and big money trying to change the

landscape as we know it while ripping to shreds the historical essence of why Montana is special. The Holland

Lake Lodge sits on FS property, please preserve the lodge and respective buildings; I'm certain due diligence

has been done or will be done by evaluating the impacts of increased human presence, increased road traffic,

increased air traffic, etc to get to the destination if this were to go through. However tearing down the lodge and

allowing such a drastic change (parking lots, restaurant, 32 buildings, etc) will lead to increased issues

surrounding over use of the resource and most certainly increase bear/human incidents. Other fears of mine are

degradation of the lake, water quality, and fisheries as well as exponential increase for potential introduction of

new aquatic invaders due to this location becoming a "destination location."  My stance is to not allow Utah

based POWDR to take over the lease or make changes to anything existing at the Holland Lake location. I enjoy

the show Yellowstone, however, let's keep the corporate land grab on The Last Best Place  on our television

screens and not in our own backyard.

Shantell Martin

St Ignatius, MT


